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NOTE DATED: 10/03/2003 16:22 COTTONWOOD CBOC TELEPHONE CONTACT
VI~IT: 10/03/2003 16:16 COTTONWOOD TELEPHONE
Ltrs from pnt and notification alerts that pnt is to be assigned to M. D.
at Press VA Hosp.dictate the need for this consult request,
TO facilitate prompt continuous care an Oncology consult is requested to
Tucson Va today for eva l of two melanoma (by pnt History>.

Fee basis in not authorized lAW with Or Melvin ,Chief of P &·SC and Or Jackson
has advised pnt where he should seek care for this diagnosis.

signed by: lest THOMAS A BAST
APN 10/03/2003 16:38

Receipt Acknowledged By:
lest GARY R MELVIN

10/06/2003 07:35

j'.,~;-·~r~-~---------·--~-----------"':"----------------- --------------------------------

NORTHERN ARIZONA HCS Printed:01/05/2004 11:11
Pt Loc: OUTPATIENT Vice SF 509

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
"pnt":A VA employee told me that the word "pnt" is a code word about the veteran that the veteran is not supposed to see. Is it a tag? Can we make "pnt" and whatever is behind it transparent and accountable? 
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"notification alerts":What are "notification alerts"? Is it a tag? Can we make "notification alerts" and whatever is behind it transparent and accountable? 
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